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Title word cross-reference

$37.99 [Rag13]. $60.00 [Mil13]. $70.00 [Gam09]. $AU [Tho04a]. \lambda
[AMR09, BFG97, BS96, Cro99, CH94b, CD96, DM05, GK96, Go100, HD97,
Hue94, KR97, Kam05, OP97]. \lambda \nu [BBLRD96]. \lambda s_e [Gui00]. \omega [HL96]. \Pi
[KN96, DG02, GK96, Jef01, RH03].

-calculi [Kam05]. -calculus [AMR09, Cro99, CD96, DG02, DM05, GK96,
Go100, Gui00, HD97, Hue94, KR97, OP97, RH03, Jef01]. -conversion
[KN96]. -cube [BFG97]. -RED [GK96].


0 [Bha09, Boi03, Boi12, Bud08, Ceb11, Ceb12, Der04, Hut94, Jon92b, Kar03,
Kel03, Khu01, McK99, Mit95, San06, Sim07, Tho02, Tho04b, Vil07, dP01, vS00].
0-13-184854-2 [Fou96]. 0-13-288788-6 [Fou96]. 0-13-722075-8 [Fou96].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-19</td>
<td>511306-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-262</td>
<td>06217-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-262-51087-1</td>
<td>[Woo01], 0-333-99285-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-387-95391-4</td>
<td>[Tho04b], 0-471-93844-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-521-39022-2</td>
<td>[Fou96], 0-521-41497-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-521-45520-0</td>
<td>[Klo01], 0-521-48089-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-521-57681-4</td>
<td>[Har99b], 0-521-58775-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-521-63168-8</td>
<td>[Kah98], 0-521-64408-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-521-74758-9</td>
<td>[Ceb12], 0-521-78098-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-543006-3-7</td>
<td>[Sim07], 0-9543006-9-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[Boi12, De 11, Hud15, Jad14, Jon07, MF08, McK99, Mic07, Pat14, San09, Slo09, dP01], 1-107-02957-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-4302-6250-8</td>
<td>[Gre14], 1-4398-9666-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-59327-283-9</td>
<td>[Mic13], 1-59327-491-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-934356-00-X</td>
<td>[San09], 1-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>[Je998, Oka99a].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>[Car11, Ceb11, Cla15, Kar03, Spe14, Tho04b].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>[Bha09, Boi03, De 11].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>[Hag11, Klu01, Pat14, San06].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>[Hut94, Sim07, Tho16].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>[Spe20].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>[Ceb12, Kel03, vS00].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
binomial [Hin99b]. Biological [Wak06]. Bird
[Gr05, Gru20, Hin99a, Mil13, PT99]. bisimulation [FHJ98]. bit
[Hin00b, KV12]. bit-reversal [Hin00b]. black [GM14, Kah01, Oka99b].
Boo [Ang03, App97a, Bai99, Bha99, Boi03, Boi12, Bro12, Bud08, Bur99,
Car11, Cas13, Ceb11, Ceb12, Chi09, De 11, Der04, Dup95, Dyc01, Fou96,
Gam09, Gam1a, Gor96, Gre14, Gru15, Hag11, Hag12, Hai03, Han04, Han01,
Har99b, Hin99a, Hut94, Jad14, Jef98, Jef01, Jon92b, Jon06, Jon07, Kah98,
Kah05, Kar03, Kel03, Kin07, Klu01, Kol12, Lin00, Lou04, Mck99,
Mic00, Mic07, Mil13, Mit95, O’D01, Oka99a, Orc14, Pag97, Pag98,
Pat14, PT99, Rag13, Rea97, Rea04, Ric98, Rus03, San09, San06, Sha04a,
Sha04b, Sha06, Sim07, Slo09, Spe14, Tah03a, Ten97, Ten00, Tho02, Tho04a,
Tho04b, Tho99, Vl07, Wal04, Wat14, Woo01, dP01, vS00]. Book
boundaries [BAD+01]. bounded [SC09]. bounds [AGLK20]. Boxes
[WW08]. bracketed [SDB21]. Braun [Oka97]. breadth [Sp00].
breadth-first [Sp00]. Bristol [Ang03]. Brother [Hin99b]. Brouwer
[Br11, FS08, Kes12, Kre04, Bir97a, Cas13]. Bulterman [Kin07]. bunched
[O’H03]. Burrows [BM04]. business [Mor93]. busy [NII01, SJCA17].

C [Boi03, Der04, Fou96, Kin07, Pat14, Rea97, Sha04a, Sha04b, Ten97, Ten00,
Tho04a, Wal04, BJZS10, DP09, HMG04, RA19, Sch03b, Waz10]. C-Rules
[Waz10]. CA [Jad14]. caching [BK01]. CakeML [TMK+19]. Calculating
[BH15, BH20, CM15, MG06, Mee04, Sha04b]. calculi
[CC19, HM94, IN97, Kam05, SC21, Vas05, dP01]. Calculus
[WC03, AZ02, AMR90, AF97, BB96, Bar91b, Bar92b, BG00, Bar91c,
BBLRD96, Ben95, Cou07, Cro99, CD96, DG02, DM05, DA18, FD04, GPN19,
GK06, GN91, Gol00, GJ91, GL15, Gu00, HMP98, HD97, Hin10a, Hof99,
Hue94, KN95, KR97, LWY10, Mai04, MOW98, Mog92, Moe21, OP97, PI11,
RH03, Scl02, Sut17, Surf7, WDMT02, Jef01, Gam11a]. Call
[BDT01, JFDA17, MK97, Mel97, AF97, MOW98, MKHT12, NH09, SF06].
Call-by-name [JFDA17]. call-by-need [AF97, MOW98, NH09]. call-time
[MKHT12]. CAM [Vas05]. Cambridge
[Bha99, Boi03, Boi12, Car11, Ceb11, Ceb12, Fou96, Gru15, Gru20, Har99b,
Hin99a, Hut94, Jef98, Jon92b, Jon06, Jon07, Kah98, Kah05, Klu01,
Mck99, Mie00, Mil13, O’D01, Rea97, Sha04a, Spe14, Ten00, Wat14, vS00].
Caml [MW08, Lou04]. can [Gre96]. Canonical [KN96]. capabilities
[SDB21, VPD21]. Capability [BSO20, SFL17, Pot13]. Capability-based
[SFL17]. Capability-passing [BSO20]. cardinality [MS08, SVJB17]. Carl
[Te20]. Carlo [LBH05]. carry [OR04]. carte [MMJ20, Swi08]. case
[BM05, BR94]. cast [SC21, Wei04]. catch [Cro99]. catch/throw [Cro99].
Categorical [JHH09, Asp92]. categorically [HD00]. Causal [LCH11].
celebrities [BC06b]. centric [EM+22]. certified [Chl08]. certifying
conference [Joh92]. confinement [PNCB06, ZPV06]. confluence
[AMR09, JFDA17, Nie00]. confluent [Cro99, CD96, KR97]. conformations
[Jon01]. consensus [Bir11]. conservatively [O’H96]. Consistency
[BHM+06]. consistent [ABD13]. constant [HW07, Stä98]. constrained
[CDF15, HG96]. Constraint [NT01, MLC91, SSW09, SDPJS07].
Constraints [Han01, Nar07, Surf07, WC01]. Constructed [BFGJ04].
constructing [Hin18]. Construction [Sha04b]. Constructions
[WC03, BB96, GN91]. Constructive [DV19, DD95]. constructively [UV17].
constructor [Jon95]. constructors [AMR09]. Container [HD00].
containers [AGH+15]. context [BC15, GM04, Lju04]. context-free
[BC15, Lju04]. context-sensitive [GM04]. contexts [BHM+06, FCDF12].
Contextual [LP13]. continuation [SR98]. continuations
[DPS07, FS02, HDM93, HLA20]. contract [NTHV17, STH18]. Contracts
[GPW12, BM06]. Contributions [BJI17]. Control [AH08, Thi09, BN05,
BD06, DA14, DNB12, GAM18, HL96, KKS11, SDB21, SMMR17].
control-flow [GAM18]. controlling [ACR16]. conversion [KN96, SH12].
converting [ZMCN18]. copatterns [AP16]. coq [BSZL+21, ZDK+15]. Core
[FM98, Ros18]. coroutines [PS20]. correct
[BH15, BH20, EAKC06, Gam11b, Joh03]. Correctness
[FBH17, Pag07, Pa93, AF04, BB21, BL96, CGMS06, CK95, FH03, Wan93].
Correspondence [BCG05]. corresponding [GP19]. Corrigendum
[Har09a]. cost [AS96, BEJW16, QGG21]. countdown [Hut02a, BM05].
counterexample [CH94b]. Counting [GL13, GL15, CGR96]. counts
[KV12]. Course [Rea97]. Cousineau [Har99b]. Cover
[Ano91e, Ano91d, Ano91g, Ano91f, Ano91i, Ano91h, Ano91k, Ano91j, Ano92c,
Ano92b, Ano92e, Ano92d, Ano92g, Ano92f, Ano92i, Ano92h, Ano93c, Ano93b,
Ano93e, Ano93d, Ano93g, Ano93f, Ano93i, Ano93i, Ano93h, Ano94c, Ano94b, Ano94e,
Ano94d, Ano94f, Ano94i, Ano94h, Ano95c, Ano95b, Ano95e, Ano95d,
Ano95g, Ano95f, Ano95i, Ano95i, Ano96c, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano96g,
Ano96f, Ano96i, Ano96h, Ano96k, Ano96j, Ano96m, Ano96l, Ano96l, Ano99a,
Ano99d, Ano99e, Ano99f, Ano99g, Ano99h, Ano99j, Ano99i, Ano10b,
Ano10a, Ano10d, Ano10f, Ano10i, Ano10l, Ano10n, Ano11b, Ano11c, Ano11e, Ano11h,
Ano11i, Ano11l, Ano11l, Ano12b, Ano12a, Ano12d, Ano12e]. Cover
[An012f, An012e, An012f, An012g, An012j, An012k, An013b, An013a, An013d,
An013c, An013f, An013e, An013h, An013g, An013j, An013i, An013k, An014b,
An014a, An014d, An014c, An014f, An014e, An014h, An014g, An014j, An014i]. covering
[Bir11]. CPS [DD03a, DD03b, DMM07, FS02, PW03a]. CPU [Pey03s].
Craft [Ric98]. CRAY [BH92]. CRC [Cla15, Pat14]. Create
[Hag11, Par10]. critique [App93]. CS1 [Mor18]. cube [BFG97, Jon13, KN96]. Cubical
[VMA21]. cubism [Jac96]. CUF [MME12]. CUF’13 [ESM15].
Cuneiform [BRL17]. Curien [dP01]. curriculum [FFFK04]. curry [MP06].
curse [GM14]. Custom [SFG14]. cut [BG00, GJ07, Joh03, PS17].
D [Fou96, Kah98, Oka99a]. Daniel [Chi09, Slo09, Tah03a, Tan20].
d’applications [Lou04]. Data [CG18, Hin99a, Mit95, Swi08, All05, AJ15, 
Bur91b, BC93, CDP15, Col03, FS03, GS06, Har93a, HP06, KV12, MR01, 
NO99, NS93, Pet21, SW17, SNS16, Tro95, Feg17, Tho04b], data-parallel 
[NO99]. datatype [CGJF20]. datatype [BP99, VYH+10].
datatyp-generic [VYH+10]. datatypes [Hin01, Mat09].
dated [PT99]. Dates [Pey03q].
Daniel [Chi09, Slo09, Tah03a, Tan20].
d’applications [Lou04]. Data [CG18, Hin99a, Mit95, Swi08, All05, AJ15, 
Bur91b, BC93, CDP15, Col03, FS03, GS06, Har93a, HP06, KV12, MR01, 
NO99, NS93, Pet21, SW17, SNS16, Tro95, Feg17, Tho04b], data-parallel 
[NO99]. datatype [CGJF20]. datatype [BP99, VYH+10].
datatyp-generic [VYH+10]. datatypes [Hin01, Mat09].
dated [PT99]. Dates [Pey03q].
Daniel [Chi09, Slo09, Tah03a, Tan20].
d’applications [Lou04]. Data [CG18, Hin99a, Mit95, Swi08, All05, AJ15, 
Bur91b, BC93, CDP15, Col03, FS03, GS06, Har93a, HP06, KV12, MR01, 
NO99, NS93, Pet21, SW17, SNS16, Tro95, Feg17, Tho04b], data-parallel 
[NO99]. datatype [CGJF20]. datatype [BP99, VYH+10].
datatyp-generic [VYH+10]. datatypes [Hin01, Mat09].
dated [PT99]. Dates [Pey03q].
Daniel [Chi09, Slo09, Tah03a, Tan20].
d’applications [Lou04]. Data [CG18, Hin99a, Mit95, Swi08, All05, AJ15, 
Bur91b, BC93, CDP15, Col03, FS03, GS06, Har93a, HP06, KV12, MR01, 
NO99, NS93, Pet21, SW17, SNS16, Tro95, Feg17, Tho04b], data-parallel 
[NO99]. datatype [CGJF20]. datatype [BP99, VYH+10].
datatyp-generic [VYH+10]. datatypes [Hin01, Mat09].
dated [PT99]. Dates [Pey03q].
[Swi11]. **Dynamic** [ACPR95, App97a, Lap98, SSH+08, Bou92, EK21, FBH17, MG06, She11, SMMR17, SV13, Wak98]. **Dynamics** [LM93].

eager [BJD97]. **Eastlund** [Tan20]. Ed [Joh92, Woo01, Jef98, Tah03a, Tho02].

**Eden** [DHLB16, LOMPM05]. **edited** [Bur99, Han04, Kah98, Pag98, Tho99].

**Edition** [Gam11a, Bud08, Chi09, Gor96, Rea97]. **editor** [AVDP13, Ang03].

**editor-based** [AVDP13]. **EditorArrow** [AVDP13].

**Editorial** [Ano91b, AP13, BHH+93, Bir99, CG18, DS16, Fel12, Fel14, Gib10, GKM22, Hin04, Hin10b, HM04, KH18, Ler09, LF09, SF14, SA14, SD17, TN10, TL11, PW98, Wad97, ACW12]. **editors** [Ang03, Bai99, Der04, Dyc01, Jon06, Lin00, Pag97].

**Edmonds** [Ceb11].

**eds** [Hut94, Rea04, Wal04].

**education** [Kri21, SWD05, TW93, Bai99].

**Educational** [Fel03, Kri06, PW03b, SWD05, Wak06, Yi06].

**effective** [SNO+10, TI15].

**Eect** [HLA20, BGT16, BSO20, KPS+20, TP20, TJ92]. **effect-safe** [BSO20].

**Eective** [SNO+10, TI15].

**Eectiveness** [HSB97].

**Eects** [AJ15, DA14, DNB12, KP17, KMS21, MT91, MP08, MS01, PM00, PRS20, SSV08, Tho99].

**Effekt** [BSO20].

**Efficiency** [SF16, Liu13, Spe14].

**Efficient** [Ada93, BC15, BJK93, GKM+08, GSK06, JH98, Mog92, FH14, Hoo92, Oka95, Sch03b].

**Eijck** [Orc14, San06].

**Elaborating** [CA20, Dun14].

**Elastic** [MBG+20].

**Elaboration** [Fel03, Kri06, PW03b, SWD05, Wak96, Yi06].

**Effect** [HLA20, BGT16, BSO20, KPS+20, LP20, TJ92]. **effect-safe** [BSO20].

**Effective** [SNO+10, TI15].

**equational** [BC06a].

**equations** [KMS21].

**equivalence** [MT91, Bie00, GHL99, LP13, LTJ94].

**erasure** [CWM02].

**Eratosthenes** [Mee04, Nyk11, ON09].

**Erie** [Jad14].

**Erika** [BUR99, Tho99].

**Erlang** [Hud15, San09, Arm07, Cas13, Dup95].

**Errata** [Jon93].

**Errors** [CE18, PW96, SJW18].

**Escape** [Erw04, Han98].

**Essays** [Re10].

**essence** [Dag17, GdSO09].

**Essentials** [FWH01, FW08, Ch09, Tah03a].

**eta** [JG95].

**eta-expansion** [JG95].

**eval** [MP06].

**eval/apply** [MP06].

**evaluate** [GTN+19].

**evaluated** [CKS09, NR12].

**Evaluation** [Sch15, Tho92, AHN12, BJD97, BJ93, BP96, Bre18, Bur91a, CK95, DRR01, Lau91, Mac99, PM00, Jon92b].

**evaluator** [GJ91].

**Even** [Oka98, HM18a].

**Event** [Boi12, Abr10].

**Event-B** [Boi12, Abr10].

**events** [DF08].

**ever** [Nil01, Oka98, Pie13].

**Every** [KV12].

**everything** [Pie13].

**examined** [ORT09].

**example** [TI15].

**Exceptional**
...
generalization [GG99]. Generalized [PRS20, Bar91a, Hin00a].
Generalizing [Hin00a]. Generating [BP96, CDP15, ARS94, FS03, GL13, GL15, MLC91].
Generation [TW00, Tah03b, AD15, BP92, Gli94, SG+03, Thi99].
generational [EH21]. generativity [Dre07, Ler96].
generativity [PRS20, Bar91a, Hin00a].
genotypic [Hin00a].
genotypic [BP96, CDP15, ARS94, FS03, GL13, GL15, MLC91].
genotypic [TW00, Tah03b, AD15, BP92, Gli94, SG+03, Thi99].
genotypic [Hin00a].
genotypic [BP96, CDP15, ARS94, FS03, GL13, GL15, MLC91].
genotypic [TW00, Tah03b, AD15, BP92, Gli94, SG+03, Thi99].
genotypic [Hin00a].
genotypic [BP96, CDP15, ARS94, FS03, GL13, GL15, MLC91].
genotypic [TW00, Tah03b, AD15, BP92, Gli94, SG+03, Thi99].
genotypic [Hin00a].
genotypic [BP96, CDP15, ARS94, FS03, GL13, GL15, MLC91].
genotypic [TW00, Tah03b, AD15, BP92, Gli94, SG+03, Thi99].
genotypic [Hin00a].
genotypic [BP96, CDP15, ARS94, FS03, GL13, GL15, MLC91].
genotypic [TW00, Tah03b, AD15, BP92, Gli94, SG+03, Thi99].
genotypic [Hin00a].
genotypic [BP96, CDP15, ARS94, FS03, GL13, GL15, MLC91].
genotypic [TW00, Tah03b, AD15, BP92, Gli94, SG+03, Thi99].
genotypic [Hin00a].
genotypic [BP96, CDP15, ARS94, FS03, GL13, GL15, MLC91].
genotypic [TW00, Tah03b, AD15, BP92, Gli94, SG+03, Thi99].
genotypic [Hin00a].
genotypic [BP96, CDP15, ARS94, FS03, GL13, GL15, MLC91].
genotypic [TW00, Tah03b, AD15, BP92, Gli94, SG+03, Thi99].
genotypic [Hin00a].
genotypic [BP96, CDP15, ARS94, FS03, GL13, GL15, MLC91].
genotypic [TW00, Tah03b, AD15, BP92, Gli94, SG+03, Thi99].
genotypic [Hin00a].
genotypic [BP96, CDP15, ARS94, FS03, GL13, GL15, MLC91].
genotypic [TW00, Tah03b, AD15, BP92, Gli94, SG+03, Thi99].
genotypic [Hin00a].
genotypic [BP96, CDP15, ARS94, FS03, GL13, GL15, MLC91].
genotypic [TW00, Tah03b, AD15, BP92, Gli94, SG+03, Thi99].
genotypic [Hin00a].
genotypic [BP96, CDP15, ARS94, FS03, GL13, GL15, MLC91].
genotypic [TW00, Tah03b, AD15, BP92, Gli94, SG+03, Thi99].
genotypic [Hin00a].
genotypic [BP96, CDP15, ARS94, FS03, GL13, GL15, MLC91].
genotypic [TW00, Tah03b, AD15, BP92, Gli94, SG+03, Thi99].
genotypic [Hin00a].
genotypic [BP96, CDP15, ARS94, FS03, GL13, GL15, MLC91].
genotypic [TW00, Tah03b, AD15, BP92, Gli94, SG+03, Thi99].
genotypic [Hin00a].
genotypic [BP96, CDP15, ARS94, FS03, GL13, GL15, MLC91].
genotypic [TW00, Tah03b, AD15, BP92, Gli94, SG+03, Thi99].
genotypic [Hin00a].
genotypic [BP96, CDP15, ARS94, FS03, GL13, GL15, MLC91].
genotypic [TW00, Tah03b, AD15, BP92, Gli94, SG+03, Thi99].
genotypic [Hin00a].
genotypic [BP96, CDP15, ARS94, FS03, GL13, GL15, MLC91].
genotypic [TW00, Tah03b, AD15, BP92, Gli94, SG+03, Thi99].
genotypic [Hin00a].
genotypic [BP96, CDP15, ARS94, FS03, GL13, GL15, MLC91].
genotypic [TW00, Tah03b, AD15, BP92, Gli94, SG+03, Thi99].
genotypic [Hin00a].
genotypic [BP96, CDP15, ARS94, FS03, GL13, GL15, MLC91].
genotypic [TW00, Tah03b, AD15, BP92, Gli94, SG+03, Thi99].
genotypic [Hin00a].

[Bha09, Boi03, Broi12, Bud08, Car11, Cas13, Ceb11, Ceb12, Chi09, Cla15, De 11, Der04, Fou96, Gam09, Gre14, Hag11, Han04, Har99b, Hud15, Hut94, Jad14, Jon92b, Kar03, Keh07, Kho01, Kol12, McK99, Mic07, Mic13, Mil13, Mit95, O’D01, Pat14, Rag13, Rus03, San09, San06, Sim07, Slo09, Spe14, Spe20, Tah03a, Tho02, Tho04a, Tho04b, Tho16, Vill07, Wall04, Wat14, Woo01, dP01, vS00]. ISBN-10 [Boi12, Gre14, Jad14, Mic13, Pat14, Rag13, San09, Wat14]. ISBN-13 [Bro12, Mic13]. isomorphic [ACD+20]. isomorphisms [Di 93]. Issue [AH92, AH93, AP13, BDT04, CG18, HP93, HP95a, Hin10b, Hut02b, KH18, MK07, Mel97, SF14, SA14, TN10, TL11, Tri05, ACW12, Ano91e, Ano91d, Ano91g, Ano91f, Ano91i, Ano91h, Ano91k, Ano91j, Ano92c, Ano92b, Ano92e, Ano92d, Ano92g, Ano92f, Ano92i, Ano92b, Ano93c, Ano93b, Ano93e, Ano93d, Ano93g, Ano93f, Ano93i, Ano93h, Ano94c, Ano94e, Ano94d, Ano94g, Ano94f, Ano94i, Ano94h, Ano95c, Ano95b, Ano95e, Ano95d, Ano95g, Ano95f, Ano95i, Ano95h, Ano96c, Ano96e, Ano96d, Ano96g, Ano96f, Ano96i, Ano96h, Ano96j, Ano96k, Ano96m, Ano96l, Ano04, Ano09b, Ano09a, Ano09d, Ano09c, Ano09f, Ano09e, Ano09g, Ano09j, Ano09i, Ano10b, Ano10a, Ano10d, Ano10c, Ano10f, Ano10e]. issue [Ano10h, Ano10g, Ano11b, Ano11a, Ano11d, Ano11c, Ano11f, Ano11e, Ano11h, Ano11g, Ano11j, Ano11i, Ano12b, Ano12a, Ano12d, Ano12c, Ano12f, Ano12e, Ano12h, Ano12g, Ano12j, Ano12i, Ano13b, Ano13a, Ano13d, Ano13c, Ano13f, Ano13e, Ano13h, Ano13g, Ano13j, Ano13i, Ano13l, Ano14b, Ano14a, Ano14d, Ano14c, Ano14f, Ano14e, Ano14h, Ano14g, Ano14j, Ano14i, BDT01, DH00, DS16, Hin04, Hue03, Hut00, Oka01, SD17, TW00]. Iterator [GdSO09]. J [Gam11a, Han01, Tho02]. Jack [Kar03]. Jackson [Slo09]. Jan [Kol12, Orc14, San06]. Jane [Gor96]. January [KR02]. Java [Bro12, Cle16, Wak99, Wan11]. Jay [Kar03]. Jean [Boi12, Tho04b]. Jean-Francois [Tho04b]. Jean-Raymond [Boi12]. Jeff [Ceb11]. Jeffrey [Fou96]. Jeremy [Gru20, Han04]. Jersey [Fou96]. Jeuring [Bur99]. JFP [Hag12, Ano91e, Ano91d, Ano91g, Ano91f, Ano91i, Ano91h, Ano91k, Ano91j, Ano92c, Ano92b, Ano92e, Ano92d, Ano92g, Ano92f, Ano92i, Ano92h, Ano93c, Ano93b, Ano93e, Ano93d, Ano93g, Ano93f, Ano93i, Ano93h, Ano94c, Ano94e, Ano94d, Ano94g, Ano94f, Ano94i, Ano94h, Ano95c, Ano95b, Ano95e, Ano95d, Ano95g, Ano95f, Ano95i, Ano95h, Ano96c, Ano96b, Ano96e, Ano96d, Ano96g, Ano96f, Ano96i, Ano96h, Ano96j, Ano96k, Ano96m, Ano96l, Ano09b, Ano09a, Ano09c, Ano09e, Ano09f, Ano09i, Ano09j, Ano09i, Ano10b, Ano10a, Ano10d, Ano10c, Ano10f, Ano10e, Ano10h, Ano10g, Ano11b, Ano11a, Ano11d, Ano11c, Ano11f, Ano11e, Ano11h, Ano11g, Ano11j, Ano11i, Ano12b, Ano12a, Ano12d]. JFP [Ano12e, Ano12f, Ano12e, Ano12h, Ano12g, Ano12j, Ano12i, Ano13b, Ano13a, Ano13d, Ano13c, Ano13f, Ano13e, Ano13h, Ano13g, Ano13j, Ano13l, Ano13i, Ano13k, Ano14b, Ano14a, Ano14d, Ano14c, Ano14f, Ano14e, Ano14h, Ano14g, Ano14j, Ano14i]. jigsaw [Nak13].


Lambda-Calculi [dP01]. lambda-calculus [FD04, GJ91, Gam11a]. lambda-encodings [SF16]. lambda-free [Luo03]. lambda-sigma [HMP98]. lambda-terms [Par16]. LAML [Nar05]. Language [Anu04, Par10, Rea04, SFG14, Slo09, SDF+09, Bie00, Bra13, BRL17, Bru94, BAD+01, CF10, FS08, FM00, GS05, GJL+07, GSWZ96, GMO06, HSB97, HG96, HPR98, IEM+22, Jac06, KRRS97, KM01, LLR93, LP03, Mac94, MCGW02, MCGW03, PS05, Ram11, Sab98, Ser00, SLW+07, SNS16, TO98, VMA21, WS92, WE09, AMS05, Hag11]. Language-Based [AMS05].

Languages [Bai99, Boi03, CG18, Chi09, Joh92, Sim07, SA14, Tah03a, Tho02, ACRP95, ACR16, AS96, AD15, Bar00, BC15, CKB09, EFD03, Fer04, Fer06, FWH01, FW08, Han98, Har13, Har93b, HP93, HP95a, HFA+96, KR02, Mac99, Mai92, MP06, MT91, McI04, Mit03, NF94, Oka01, Par10, Pey92, PW97, RW99, Sta98, TL13, Hag11, Hag12, Kel03, Mic00, Ten97, Ten00, Wl04, Wat14].


leaks [Jon92c]. LeanPub [Hac20]. Learn [Lip12, F+13, Hud16, Mic13]. Learning [vS00, All05, Hud00]. least [CG97]. Lecture [Ber99, Joh92, Tho99]. left [CA20, Dan19, Go00, MM04, PS17].

left-associated [Go00]. left-zero [PS17]. Leftmost [IN97]. Leibniz [ACD+20]. lenses [MW18]. less [BJD97, GZND13]. lesson [BC06b]. Lessons [Ber93]. level [Sch03b, SLW+07, SP04]. Lewis [Pat14]. Lexical [CCP95, Pey03]. LF [Pie13]. libraries [Rit91]. library [Ber93, DD95, MS04, Pad17, Str11, SV13, Jon06]. life [Jon01]. lift [Tho00].

lineage [HMM18]. lineage-based [HMM18]. Linear [GV10, Mai04, VPD21, SC09, Zei16, AJ97, Ben95, Bie00, CGR96, CM15, Hen12, Hof99, KSK08, Mac94, SDB21, WS92]. linear-time [CM15].


n [Pic13]. name [JFDA17]. names [ARS94, NP05, Pit11]. Nanopass
narrowing [HP99, IN97]. National [Swi11]. Natural [HNSSH97, BG00, Bre18, DP09, Han93]. naturals [HR22].
necessity [NP05]. need [AF97, FI00, MOW98, NH09, PW96]. needed [KP17]. Neil [Oka99a]. nested [BP99, HL99, Mat09], network [HM18a, HM18b]. networks [Kre04, She11]. Nicole [Jad14]. Nielson [Jef98]. Nikhil [Hai03]. Nipkow [Klo01]. NixOS [DLP10]. No [CA20, Hud15, Jad14, KP17, Mic13]. Nöcker [SSS08]. Non [NDR11, PS05, BC06a, Bur91b, Fil03, KM01, NS93, Stä98].
non-determinacy [Bur91b]. Non-determinism [PS05].
Normalization [DRR01, BFG97, GN91, Nee05]. normalizer [Abe09]. normalizing [BC06a]. notation [BP99, HMGW96]. Note [O’H96, Gam11b, Nyk11]. Notes [Bur99, Joh92, Tho99]. Notions [Pey03e, Pey03d, Pey03f, Dan19]. numeral [Bar91c, Gol00]. numerals [Hin05, Par16]. Numeric [Pey03f]. Nuprl [Ben01, Kre04].

opimisation [Bou99]. optimisations [BL96]. optimization [WC01].
Oracle [ACR16]. Oracle-guided [ACR16]. Order [Kah98, ANN97, AD15, AGN96, Ben17, BHY07, Bia18, BAD+01, CG97, DNB12, GPN19, GM93, GP98, HP99, HM94, Hut92, Hut94, JO15, Jon95, Jon01, JKK+18, LP13, MP06, Mbo03, MS08, MO14, NTHV17, NN91, Oka98, PM00, PI09, Ram11, RW97, RW99, SVJB17, SSV08, Ste21, Tof94, VW10, WW08, Yi06]. ordered [SKS08]. O’Reilly [Lou04]. O’Reilly [Bro12, Cas13]. oriented [Bru94, PT94, Sur07, Wad94]. origami [BM05]. ornaments [DM14, Dag17, KG17]. Ott [SNO+10]. Output [Pey03y, Pey03n]. outs [AP95]. outside-in [IN97]. OutsideIn [VPSS11]. overloading
[Jon95, ZS17]. overview [Kea94]. own [Hag11, Par10]. Oxford [Tho02].


paradigm [BAD+01]. paradigmatic [Bru94]. Parallel [Cla04, KH18, Lin00, LOMP05, NO99, TLP02, Tri05, ACR16, AFB92, BC15, BLH16, Bur91a, BRS94, FMO0, Hai03, KRRS97, LG05, MS95, PS05, SHMB05, SHW05, SNS16]. parallel-functional [PS05]. parallelisation [Mor21]. parallelism [FRRS10, THLJ98, VH95].


Pattern [BC93, BR08, CDP16, CD18, CA20, GdSO09, GS06, HP03, Mar07, Rhi09]. Patterns [Hag11, JK09, Par10, SSTH18]. Paul [Jon07, vS00]. Paulson [Fou96, Rea97]. phbk [Har99b]. Peano [Dan19]. Pearl [AH04, ARS94, BLS04, BD06, Bir97a, Bir97b, Bir01a, BM04, Bir04, Bir06, Cla04, CH94b, Cur06, GLB06, Har09a, Hin05, HM96, Jon04, Ken04, Kri06, LS96, Lju04, Mai04, Mar04, Mec04, OR04, Run97, SWD05, Wake05, Wei04, Yi06]. Pearls [Ada93, Bar91b, Bar92a, Bar92b, Bar91c, Bir91b, Bir91a, Bir92a, Bir92b, Bir93, BC06b, Bir10, EK06, Fel03, Gib96a, Gib96b, Hoo02, Ken96, Nee05, Oka03, PW03b, Hin04, Mi13]. Pearson [Tho04a]. Perfect [Hin00b].

[TJ92, ACPR95, DD95, JM00, RT91, SV13, WDMT02]. polymorphism [CWM02, Gre96, FBBH17, Jon95, Mai92, NMB08, SIV08, VW10, WW08, ZS17]. polynomial [BCMT01]. Polytypic [JJ98, VDH10, Wei06]. polyvariance [GAM18]. Polyvariant [PP01, WDMT02]. Poon [Fou96]. powerful [Zhu94]. Pp [Tho04a, Bhao9, Ceb12, Fou96, Kiu07, Mic07, Mit95, San09, Slo09, Vil07, Wal04, vS00]. pp. [Bro12, Dup95, Dye01, Gam09, Gre14, Har99b, Hin99a, Joh92, Jon06, Klo01, Kol12, Mic00, Mic13, Mil13, O’D01, Rag13, Rus03, Wat14, Woo01]. Practical [BDT04, Car11, Har13, PVWS07, Rea97, BC15, BH92, Jar99b, LP99, Xio7, KR02, Wal04, Wat14]. Practice [BDT01, Kol12, AA10, CCP95, MMJ20, SVJB17]. Pragmas [Pey03c]. Pragmatic [Hag11, Ram03, San09]. predefined [Kis09]. predicates [Has00]. predicative [AA02, CCP01]. Predictive [PW96]. preemptive [FY13]. Prefix [CS16, FP07, MU09]. prefix [She11]. Prelude [Pey03a]. Prentice [Dup95, Fou96, Gor96, PT99]. Prentice-Hall [Gor96]. presence [SMR17]. presentations [FF06]. preservation [BBJR21]. preserve [Gui00]. preserves [BBLRD96, KR97]. Press [Bha09, Boi03, Boi12, Car11, Ceb11, Ceb12, Ch109, Cla15, Fou96, Gam09, Gru15, Gru20, Han01, Har99b, Hin99a, Hud15, Hut94, Jit14, Jef01, Jon92b, Jon06, Jon07, Kah08, Kah05, Kar03, Klo01, MeC99, Mic00, Mic13, Mil13, O’D01, Oka99a, Pag97, Pag98, Pat14, Rea97, Rea04, Sha04a, Slo09, Spe14, Tah03a, Tan20, Ten97, Ten00, Tho02, Tho16, Wat14, Woo01, vS00]. pretty [SC09]. pretty-printing [SC09]. Price [Gam09, Tho04a, Wal04]. primes [Rum97]. Principal [Tof94]. principle [Mat09]. Principles [Mac99, Tho02]. printing [SC09]. priority [BO96]. Probabilistic [EK06]. probabilities [MG06]. probability [AGNS21]. Problem [Sha04a, Swi11, Ach21, Bir91b, Bir11, CCP01, Cra20, CM15, HG96, Hut02a, MC21]. Problems [NT01, Bir01b, CG96, MLC91]. procedures [TN15]. proceedings [Joh92, KR02]. process [BCG05, DHLB16]. Processes [Cla04]. processing [BD92, Gre95, Hue05, IEM+22, KSK08]. Producing [FP03, MO14]. product [BFJ04]. Profiling [MJ98b, CCP95, RW93b, RR96, SBHG10]. Program [Bie00, Spe14, TW00, Tah03b, Thi03, Tho04b, Tur93, Bir06, BH92, Ch108, Col03, DD03b, EAKC06, F+13, Fil11, KH95, Liu13, MKJ09, MC21, Ram03, RW93a, Thi99, Tof94, Sha04b]. programmer [Pau91, SJCA17, Fou96, Rea97]. programmers [LS96, OG10]. Programming [Arms07, Bai99, BDT01, BDT04, Boi03, Bro12, CG18, Ch109, Dup95, Fer04, Fer06, GS03, GBF05, Hag11, HP93, Hin10b, Hut07, Joh92, KH18, Kiu01, KG17, MK97, MM03, Mel97, Mic00, MCP93, O’D01, Oka99a, Rea97, Rus03, SFG14, SD17, Tah03a, Ten97, Ten00, Tho02, Tho04b, Tri05, Wat14, vS00, AAS17, ADVP13, AA10, AI05, BJZS10, BDH96, BM05, BC06b, BBJR21, Bra13, Bru94, CK04, CX05, Col03, CM98, DvJE04, Erw04, EK06.
EK21, FCF+02, FKS11, FWH01, FW08, GJL+07, GdM03, Hai03, HMM18, HR99, Har13, HP95a, Hic04, Hud00, HNSSH97, JVV93, KM01, LP13, LLR93, Lew13, LOPMP05, LS10, Lütt03, Mac99, Mac94, Mai92, MG06, MW18, MP08, MS04, MW08, Mit03, Mol93, Mor18, MKJ09, NO99, Nor05, O'H96, Oka01, OG10, OSC12. **programming** [Par10, Pat14, PG20, PT94, RL99, Rep99, RTF93, SSW09, Ser00, SLW+07, She11, SJ92, SM13, SW16, Stä98, SCF+13, TW93, UI94, VH04, VMA21, Wad94, Waki07, Wami11, Wazi10, Wei06, Xi07, ZDK+15, Ano04, Fou96, Gam09, Rag20, Ric98, Ang03, Bur99, Ceb12, Han04, Har99a, Kol12, Lin00, Orc14, Pag97, Pag98, PT99, Ric98, San06, Tho09, Bha09, Der04, Fou96, Han01, MKJ09, Mel97, San09, Sim07].

**Programs** [Kol12, Sch03a, SJW18, ASS96, ASS00, AA10, AFB92, ABR97, ANN97, Ben01, BRS94, CDHA14, DG00, Fil03, FS03, GG99, Gib21, IT16, KV12, KM01, KSK08, MJ98b, RW93b, SMZ21, SM21, SSV08, SBHG10, VDH10, Waki98, Wak99, Mic07, Woo01].

**project** [Ach11, CF10, Men14].

**project-based** [Men14].

**Projection** [Lau91, Jon92b].

**project-based** [Men14].

**Projection** [Lau91, Jon92b].

**project-based** [Men14].

**Proof** [BB96, CD18, Fiat21, Har99a, Har09a, MO14, Yi06, BS96, BD06, BCMT01, Chl08, GPN19, GN91, GZND13, Kre04, Nec05, Pot13, Rec04].

**Proof-directed** [Fai21, Har99a, Har09a, Yi06].

**Proof-irrelevance** [BB96].

**Proof-producing** [MO14].

**Proof-relevant** [CD18].

**Proofs** [Bjp12, AAC+21, CK95, VDH10].

**proper** [BD97].

**Propositions** [Wad14].

**Protocols** [AS21].

**Prototyping** [MS95].

**Prover** [Tan20].

**Provers** [Mel97, AF04, Han99, LW99].

**Proving** [BL96, GM93, GMO06, Hut94].

**pseudo** [Sch15].

**pseudo-random** [Sch15].

**Pseudoknot** [HFA+96].

**PSSM** [MG06].

**PTIME** [Mai04].

**PTIME-completeness** [Mai04].

**Publications** [San06, Sim07].

**pull** [SDK18].

**pull-based** [SDK18].

**Pure** [Ada06, Con07, FP15, HP93, SH12, Bar99, BS00, BC06a, CH94a, GPN19, HP95a, MO14, Pol98].

**Purely** [FKS11, Hin09b, Bir20, BO96, CK04, CDHA14, DLP10, Han99, MR01, Oka95, Sab98, Hin99a].

**purpose** [Bra13, HP06].

**Push** [SDK18, MP06].

**push/enter** [MP06].

**Pushdown** [JSE+14].

**puzzle** [Jon13].

**Python** [Cla15].

**Quantifier** [Mai92].

**Quantitative** [DHW05].

**queries** [CGMS06, SFL17].

**query** [SDK18, Won00].

**Quest** [CL91].

**queues** [BO96, Oka95].

**Quick** [SJCA17].

**quickly** [HLSZ+16].

**quote** [Hin11].

**quote/antiquote** [Hin11].

**R** [Bai99, Gam11a, Hai03, Jon06, Klu01, Rea97, Sha04b, Wal04, dp01].

**Rabbi** [Rus03].

**Rachel** [Mit95].

**Racket** [F+13, JD14].

**radix** [Gib99].

**Rafael** [App97a].

**railway** [Str11].

**rainfall** [Ach21].

**Ramakrishnan** [Wal04].

**Random** [Pey03t, BP92, CDP15, ScH15, Swi20].

**random-access** [Swi20].

**randomization** [LP99].

**rank** [PVWS07].

**Rational** [Pey03d, UV17].

**rationals** [GLB06].

**Raymond** [Boi12].

**re** [NR12, ORT09].

**re-evaluated** [NR12].

**re-examined** [ORT09].

**reachability** [MS08].

**Reactive** [Sch04, Spe20, Vii07, PG20, PN20, Tho00].

**Ready** [BSZL+21].

simplification [Mor21]. simplifying [ZMCN18]. simulates [GPN19].
Simulating [McB02]. simulation [LG05]. Sinclair [Gor96]. Single [Sch03b].
Size-based [Bla18]. sized [Abe09, AP16]. Skeleton [DHLB16]. skeletons [SHMB05].
Skribe [GS05]. Slideshow [FF06]. Small [NH09]. Small-step [NH09].
SMIL [BR04, Kin07]. SML [HR99, SHMB05, Klun01]. SMT [BGHL12].
solution [Cra20, CM15]. solve [Bir06]. solver [BGHL12]. Solving [Jon13, MLC91, SS08, WS92, Sha04a].
Sons [App97a, Gor96, Kel03, Mit95, Sha04b]. sort [Gib99]. Sorted [Swi11].
sorting [Hen12, HM18b]. Sound [BM06, Gre96]. soundness [Pot13].
source [TO98]. SP [CH94b]. Space [Boi12, Jac06, Pag07, San09, Abr10, Arm07, RT91, Slo09].
Size [Bla18]. sized [Abe09, AP16]. Skeleton [DHLB16]. skeletons [SHMB05].
Skribe [GS05]. Slideshow [FF06]. Small [NH09]. Small-step [NH09].
SMIL [BR04, Kin07]. SML [HR99, SHMB05, Klun01]. SMT [BGHL12].
solution [Cra20, CM15]. solve [Bir06]. solver [BGHL12]. Solving [Jon13, MLC91, SS08, WS92, Sha04a].
Sons [App97a, Gor96, Kel03, Mit95, Sha04b]. sort [Gib99]. Sorted [Swi11].
sorting [Hen12, HM18b]. Sound [BM06, Gre96]. soundness [Pot13].
source [TO98]. SP [CH94b]. Space [Boi12, Jac06, Pag07, San09, Abr10, Arm07, RT91, Slo09].
Size [Bla18]. sized [Abe09, AP16]. Skeleton [DHLB16]. skeletons [SHMB05].
Skribe [GS05]. Slideshow [FF06]. Small [NH09]. Small-step [NH09].
Structure [ASS96, ASS00, Pey03I, SWM01, FFFK04, HP06, Kar03, Woo01].
structured [HW16, HPR98]. structures [BD92, MR01, Tro95, Hin99a].
Stuckey [Han01]. student [DP22]. students [JVV93, Mol93]. Study [HW16, AS96, BM05, BL96, GJL+07, Hin10a, Mor21, PM00, WS92]. style [BS020, Han99]. substitution [AH08, KR97]. substitutions [ACCL91, BBLRD96, FP15]. subumption [Sch09]. subtypes [Mit91].
symbolic [NTHV17]. symmetric [Hoo92]. Symposium [KR02].
synchronization [BKP01, BCG05]. Syntax [AMR09, Pey03P, SH12, Abr10, AHK08, Aug93, Bar91c, BD92, FS03, GK96, Gol00, Jon95, Kec94, Kre04, Lerno, MS95, Pot13, SW16, Won00].
systematic [CE18, Liu13, VM12, Spe14]. Systems [Cou07, Jef01, Sch04, SA14, Ada06, AZ02, AS21, BGT16, Bar91a, Bar99, BS00, BC06a, Cla96, CH94a, DHW05, DHLB16, FD04, FP15, GM04, GTN+19, HMP98, HR04, LP03, MJM20, PN20, Pol98, Wad94, WS92, Bud08, Kah05, Vil07].
template-based [SGM+03]. Terence [Hag11]. Terese [Kah05]. Term [BN98, Sha06, Ben95, Sur07, Kah05, Klu01]. terminal [CD96]. Terminating [Rea93]. Termination [WC03, Bla18, BCMT01]. terms [Bar92a, BG00, GL13, GL15, KR97, Par16, St398, SB99, Zei16]. Testing [HLSZ+16, AS21]. textual [ZSW95]. their [AAC+21]. Theorem [Gib96b, Mel97, AF04, BD06, GM93, GM006, Han99, Hed98, Hut94, JO15, LW99]. theoretic [HP95b, PT94, SJ92]. Theoretical [Bar91b, Bar92a, Bar92b, Bar91c, BD06, CH94b, Han05, Nee05, Oka03]. theories [AH08, KM01, LP09, LP20, Ten00]. Theory [BDT01, BDT04, Kol12, MJM20, Aba94, AA10, AMLH16, BCP03, BC06a, BJ17, BHM+06, CC19, CCP95, CD18, FHJ98, Fil03, GV10, Hed98, Hut94, Jo99].
tiling [Bir04]. Till [Gor96]. Tim [Tho99, LTJ94]. Time [Pey03s, SA14, AFB92, AJ97, CM15, F+13, FCD12, Han12, Hin11, KD14].
MKHT12, OR04, Pal93, SSH+08, SMZ21, STW21, SGM+03, Wan93, Wei06. timed [BD92]. Times [Pey03q]. TinkerType [LP03]. Tobias [Klo01]. Tofte [Rea04]. Together [FCDF12, STW21]. tolerance [SMT16]. tolerant [PG20]. Tom [Hut94, Kol12]. tool [SNO+10, ZMCN18]. toolkit [Bru92, Hue05]. Tools [Bro12, TL13]. Top [Hen12]. top-down [Hen12]. Topics [Sha06]. Total [Lis94, SF16]. totally [Gam11b]. towers [FS08]. trace [SSV08]. track [Str11]. trades [FSNB09]. trading [MW08]. Transactional [DF08]. transform [BM04, Fok11]. Transformation [GM04, DD03a, DD03b, Fl91, GH09, PW03, Tur93]. transformational [RTF93]. Transformations [Tho04b, Col03, DMN07, NN91, Zhu94]. transformer [Bur91a]. transforming [Par16]. transition [Cla96]. transitions [Tur93]. Translation [KSK08, CH94a, Has00, HL99, MO14, TO98]. Transparent [Bou99, SMT16]. transport [HLB95]. Transporting [DM14]. treatment [PP12]. Tree [Hin09a, BKP01, BFR+12, GM14, KSK08]. tree-processing [KSK08]. Trees [Hin09b, Bir97a, CCG05, Gib96a, HP99, Hin00b, Hin02, HP06, Hin18, HY11, Kah01, Ken96, Oka97, Oka99b]. Trends [Ang03]. triangulations [BBC+01]. tries [Hin00a]. Trinder [Ang03]. triple [BGP11]. trivalent [Zei16]. Trust [OP97]. trustful [AGNS21]. tutorial [DA18, Hut99]. twice [Hin05]. Two [Bir92a, SP04, DP09]. Two-level [SP04]. typable [SH12]. Type [ANN97, Bar99, BDT01, BDT04, Bet00, Cou07, DO02, HS15, Läu6, Mit91, De 20, Nar07, NP95, PI09, Rhi09, SH12, Wad94, Wei04, Wei06, ZPV06, Ada06, AAC+21, AHHK08, BGT16, Bar91a, BS00, BCP03, BC06a, BJZS10, BSO20, Bur91b, CE18, CD18, CH94a, CWM02, Di 93, Dre07, Fli03, FD04, FP15, GV10, GTN+19, Han98, Hed98, HM94, HP95b, Jon92a, JM00, KSK08, Ler96, Mat09, NMB08, NLA21, PVWS07, Pie13, PT94, Po98, Pot13, RT91, SJW18, SF16, SS08, TJ02, VV10, VPSS11]. type- [AAC+21, BS020]. type-and-capability [Pot13]. type-and-effect [BGT16]. type-assignment [Di 93]. Type-based [HS15, ZPV06, Han98]. Type-checking [Bar99, DO02]. Type-Driven [De 20]. type-eraser [CWM02]. Type-safe [PI09, Rhi09, Wei04, Wei06]. type-theoretic [HP95b, PT94]. Typed [CGJF20, Hin11, Kam05, SJW18, Bra13, CKS09, DRR01, HM94, KV12, LP13, MCGW02, MCGW03, SC21, Th02, TO98, VMA21, ZDK+15]. typeful [CX05]. Types [Mit95, Pey03x, SSV08, SD17, Abe09, AP16, AF04, BBD98, BJJ12, Bet00, BDH96, BC93, CMS03, Dun14, FP06, FI00, GV10, Har93a, HD00, Jon01, Kah01, KD14, Läu96, MCB02, MKJ09, Nee05, NS93, OCR+21, PP01, PVWS07, Ram11, Rit91, Sch09, SP04, SCF+13, Swi08, TI15, VMA21, WDMT02, Xi07, Hac20]. Typing [HDM93, ACPR95, Bru94, FBH17, KN96, O’H03, SV13]. typings [AGLK20].

unified [GAM18, PP12]. unifier [ZS17]. Uniform [Nie00, CDP15].
Unifying [HW16, HP95b], union [Dun14, PP01]. unique [ARS94].
uniqueness [OCR +21]. united [Ros18]. univalence [VMA21]. University
[Jon07]. Universal [Sch03a]. universality [Hut99]. universe
[AAC+21, ZS17]. Universes [SFG14]. University
[Bha09, Boi03, Boi12, Car11, Ceb11, Ceb12, Fou96, Gru15, Gru20, Har99b,
Hin99a, Hut94, Jef01, Jon92b, Jon06, Kah98, Kah05, Klo01, McK99, Mic00,
Mill13, O’D01, Rea97, Sha04a, Spe14, Ten00, Tho14, vS00, SFG14].
unparsing [Dan98]. Unravelling [Bir92b]. unsolvable [Bar91c]. Untyped
[EM95, GJ91]. unwrap [Gam11b]. update [SSH +08, WC01]. updates
[BKP01]. USA [Fou96, KR02]. usage [AHK08]. use [Har93b, Oka98].
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